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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Simulating what a program will do is essential for program understanding, and programmers are bad at it. Programming’s steep learning curve is due in large part to the difficulty of understanding what a program will do when run [6, 23]. Even professional software developers, experts at “playing computer”, spend much of their time fixing bugs created due to misunderstandings about what their code does [19].

Both professional developers and learners currently use print statements and debuggers to address misunderstandings. These tools help them collect information about their programs and correct misconceptions. However, these tools are fundamentally flawed. They require the user to actively select which parts of the program they need information about in order to make progress. This can prove difficult for students without a good mental model of program execution, and for professionals who are fixing a bug due to an incorrect hypothesis.

Live programming environments can help programmers see patterns in their programs’ behavior by providing always-on visualizations [14, 18]. These show the user patterns in a program’s execution as it is written, allowing runtime data to inform their mental models in a tighter feedback loop. However, effectively presenting the details of a program’s execution is difficult, as even the smallest programs produce a great deal of information when run.

While the live programming community has provided many inspiring visions of programming, we have yet to see these ideas significantly impact how we program today. Due to the sheer volume of data that large programs produce, it may be too difficult to create an experience that fulfills the needs of programmers at large in one shot. Perhaps we can solve a smaller version of the problem and adapt some of the techniques we develop to a broader solution. We have created an environment that aims to provide a better programming experience for an undergraduate introduction to programming.
There are several advantages that this use case affords us. First, programs that students write are far smaller and less complex than those written for commercial purposes. They are also guided by a class curriculum, including homework assignments and projects. This allows us to create new experiences without having to design and optimize for very large programs. Furthermore, because the teacher controls class assignments, we can tailor the system to each assignment, instead of attempting to create a fully general experience. Finally, even if our programming experience fails to scale to be useful in the ‘real world,’ it has the potential to help students overcome programming’s steep learning curve.

This thesis presents Seymour, an early prototype that follows this strategy. The goal of Seymour is to help beginners develop an intuition for program semantics and encourage experimentation. We do this by rendering complete information about a program’s execution into a visualization that tells a cohesive story. Students and teachers spend significant time simulating the behavior of a program (mentally, or on paper), often erroneously. An automated method to create visual explanations of these programs can significantly ease the mental burden of teachers and students alike when introduced in the right context, e.g., by having the professor and students draw the visualization before transitioning to a computer-generated version.

This thesis contributes an overview+detail visualization of program execution with two parts:

1. a micro visualization that shows line-by-line details about the program’s execution, including readable stories for arbitrary control structures and summaries of expressions’ side effects, and

2. a macro visualization that serves as an overview of the program’s execution, and can be used as a tool to focus on different points in the execution.

Together, these components serve as a useful interface to organize and navigate through the execution trace of a program.

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows:

- Chapter 2 discusses the design of the macro and micro visualizations,
• Chapter 3 walks the reader through how a user might work with Seymour to write a program,

• Chapter 4 discusses the implementation of the environment and visualizations,

• Chapter 5 discusses related work,

• Chapter 6 shares future directions that we are interested in exploring, and

• Chapter 7 concludes.
CHAPTER 2

The Programming Environment

Seymour’s programming environment consists of three different components, as shown in the screenshot below:

Figure 2.1: The Seymour Programming Environment

These are:

1. the code editor (top left);

2. the micro visualization (top right), which provides details about the activation of a method or function; and

---

1 The prototype shown in this paper relies on our own language an unholy combination of JavaScript and Smalltalk.
3. the macro visualization (bottom), which provides an overview of the entire program’s execution.

These components help the programmer see and understand the dynamic behavior of their code even while they are writing it.

2.1 The Micro Visualization

The micro visualization displays details about the execution of the code. These details are shown next to the lines of code that produced them, and they are updated as the programmer makes changes to the code.

![Figure 2.2: Effects are shown next to lines](image)

Each subexpression in the program is rendered as a blue dot. To see the value of a subexpression, the programmer simply hovers over its corresponding blue dot.

![Figure 2.3: Hovering over subexpressions (blue dots) shows their value](image)

The micro visualization displays loops using a columnar format, where each column represents an iteration of the loop. The programmer can read through a row to see all of the effects from a line of code over time, or read through a column to see what happened in a particular iteration.
Because Seymour only shows effects next to executed lines of code, it is easy to ‘follow the flow’ of the program over time. For example, in figure 2.5, the events for the ‘then’ branch are only shown when ‘x % 2 != 0’.

In addition to built-in loop constructs, programmers often rely on user-defined control structures, e.g., map, filter, and reduce. While these are not loops in the strict sense of the word, they are ‘loop-like’ so the programmer would benefit from visualizing them as such. Seymour automatically detects loopy behavior and provides a columnar visualization for it, as shown in figure 2.5. In fact, all built-in control structures in Seymour’s language are simply message sends/method calls (as in Smalltalk) and are rendered in a columnar manner using the same loop mechanism—i.e., there is no special handling for built-in control structures.

Note that the call to reduce() is rendered as a loop even though its implementation is recursive. Seymour’s micro visualization and a mechanism for detecting loopiness are described in chapter 4.

While creating the micro visualization, we sought to mitigate users’ mental simulation of the program. Seymour shows every state change, without requiring interaction, so that the user does not have to simulate the program and interactively view parts of the state.

A method call, in addition to producing a result, can modify program state. If its side effects are not shown, the user must fall back to mentally simulating the program. Consider the program in

```
var sum = 0;
for 1 to: 5 do: {x |
  sum = sum + x;
};
```

Figure 2.4: A loop, visualized using multiple columns

```
var sum = 0;
for 1 to: 5 do: {x |
  if x % 2 != 0 then: {
    sum = sum + x;
  };
};
```

Figure 2.5: A loop with logic. Iterations where the then block is run show an assignment
Figure 2.6: Reduce implemented in the Seymour language. Our algorithms can recognize user-defined control structures.

```
def Array.reduce(fn, acc, idx) {
    var x = this.get(idx);
    acc = fn(acc, x);
    if idx == this.size() then: {
        return acc;
    } else: {
        return this.reduce(fn, acc, idx + 1);
    }
}
```

```
arr = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5];
var sum = arr.reduce(
    a,
    b | a + b
    }, 0, 1);
```

Figure 2.7: The call to $f()$ has its side effects summarized.

```
var a = 5;
var f = {
    a = a + 1;
    5
};
```

```
a = a + 1;
var b = f();
a = a - 1;
```

Figure 2.7: The call to $f()$ has its side effects summarized.

Because the call to $f()$ is preceded by a statement that increments $a$, and followed by a statement that decrements it, the user might expect $a$ to be 5 at the end of the program. If Seymour did not show that $f()$ set $a$ to 7, the user would need to read $f()$'s source to figure out why $a$ is not 5.

\(^2\)We use emoji to identify different objects, instead of memory addresses or object IDs.
Because \( f() \)'s side effects are shown, the user can confirm at a glance that \( a = 6 \) because \( f() \) set \( a \) to 7 before it was decremented.

For each call, all side effects that are relevant to the execution are summarized. Specifically, the micro visualization shows the last value of variables that are written multiple times, and hides the values of local variables that do not affect computation past the duration of the call. In figure 2.8, we only show \( a \)'s final value, and \( b = 7 \) does not appear in \( f() \)'s summary.

Figure 2.8: Changes to \( b \) are not shown in \( f() \)'s summary

A call's summary elides most of its implementation details in order to give the user ‘just enough’ information to continue reading the story of the execution. If the user is interested in these details, Seymour can show the story of any call. In fact, the whole program is treated as a call and its implementation details are displayed like those of any other call, such as the call to \( \text{add5}() \) in figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9: The details of \( \text{add5}() \) are shown in yellow
When visualizing a call, we also show all lexical scopes that the callee (i.e., a method or a block) has access to. All the information needed to calculate the calls result is on screen, and the method only has access to the values it can “see”. In figure 2.9, which visualizes the call to add5() on line 8, Seymour shows the value of this that add5() has access to, explaining why it returns 11.

2.2 The Macro Visualization

Seymour’s micro visualization can show any single call in the program. However, views of disconnected calls are not enough to completely understand the program. Programmers need a low-level understanding of individual calls and a high-level understanding of how they are related.

The macro visualization helps the user build this high-level understanding by

1. showing overall patterns in the program;

2. serving as a stable, global context to which the micro visualization can be related; and

3. providing a user interface for focusing the micro visualization on different calls.

The visualization is a variation on the icicle plot—a method for visualizing hierarchical data that makes it easy to see the ‘shape’ of a computation. Each method call is drawn as a rectangular node on screen. Time progresses from left to right with clusters of calls acting as landmarks on the program’s timeline. All calls that a method makes are drawn below its node in the visualization. Calls that do not make any further calls (leaf calls) have fixed width, and all other calls are wide enough to contain all of their children; calls with more subcalls are wider than those with fewer subcalls. Google Chrome’s DevTools uses a similar visualization to provide an overview of calls that occur in a profile, but instead of giving leaf calls a fixed width, all calls are scaled based on run time.

The macro visualization does not change as the user selects different calls, instead always showing every call in the program. However, without further help from the system, it is difficult to connect the time-oriented macro visualization with the code-oriented micro visualization, so Seymour helps the user make this connection with parallel highlighting. When the user hovers over a call in
Figure 2.10: The fibonacci sequence, visualized

Note the repeating structure in the macro visualization

```python
def Number.fib() {
    if this < 2 then: {
        return this;
    } else: {
        var fa = (this-1).fib();
        var fb = (this-2).fib();
        return fa + fb;
    }
}
for 1 to: 7 do: {x|
    var fx = x.fib();
    x = 1   x = 2   x = 3   x = 4   x = 5   x = 6   x = 7
    fx = 1   fx = 1   fx = 2   fx = 3   fx = 5   fx = 8   fx = 13
};
```

the code, all nodes corresponding to that call in the macro visualization are highlighted. Similarly, when the user hovers over a node in the macro visualization, Seymour highlights the definition and site of the call in question.
Figure 2.11: Parallel Highlighting

Hovering over code highlights the corresponding parts of the macro visualization and vice versa.

The visualization is also a user interface for navigating between calls in the micro visualization. When the user clicks on a node in the macro visualization, Seymour focuses the micro visualization on the call associated with that node. This makes it easy for the user to switch between contexts, drill down, and gather detailed information about the program. The currently focused call is colored dark blue in the macro visualization, along with all activations whose local variables the callee can
Figure 2.12: Focusing on a message send

Clicking on a message send in the macro visualization *focuses* it in the micro visualization.

3 Since every call can access the program’s global state, the root node of the macro visualization is always highlighted.
CHAPTER 3

Live Programming with Seymour

In this section, we will give the reader a feel for Seymour’s live programming experience. Several examples show how the macro visualization, the micro visualization, and ‘focusing’ come together to let the user see the execution of a program as they write it. In our original paper, each example consisted of a video followed by commentary. In this thesis, videos are replaced by key frames. The original video can be seen in the online paper [15].

3.1 Number.fibonacci()

In the previous section, we saw how a user might interact with a fully written implementation of Number.fibonacci(). This example shows how one might implement fibonacci() by getting several concrete examples working.

The user starts by writing a call to fibonacci() and a blank method definition. Initially, the plan is to get 5.fibonacci() working.

![Code snippet showing a blank method definition and test](image)

Figure 3.1: A blank method definition and test
Realizing that \texttt{5.fibonacci()} result depends on \texttt{4} and \texttt{3}'s results, the user decides to concentrate on \texttt{1.fibonacci()} and \texttt{2.fibonacci()} (the base cases) instead.

Focusing on \texttt{2.fibonacci()}, the user writes code to handle the base cases. The calls to \texttt{1.fibonacci()} and \texttt{2.fibonacci()} update to show the correct answer. While the user edits the code, the micro visualization remains focused on the same call, allowing them to see how the edits affect the methods execution. This technique is described in McDirmid and Edwards’ “Programming with Managed Time,” \cite{21} section 3.
Now, they have all the parts necessary to write the rest of the implementation. They focus on 3.fibonacci() and implement the recursive case. They can see the results of each recursive call and use that information to complete the implementation. Similar methods for using runtime information are described in Allen’s Anatomy of Lisp, section 6.21 [1] and Edwards’ “Example Centric Programming” [8].

![Figure 3.4: A complete implementation of ‘Number.fibonacci()’](image)

### 3.2 Array.toString()

This example shows how the user can work with loops in Seymour. They will implement Array.toString(), which must include the string representation of element of an array.

Once again, the user calls the method with a couple examples and tries to get them working.

![Figure 3.5: An empty method definition with tests](image)
Writing the implementation continues in much the same manner as the last example. The user realizes that the result must show each element of the array, so they loop. The loop shows the value of each element. These values will be used as building blocks to compute the answer.

```javascript
1 def Array.toString() {
2     var ans = "";
3     foreach this do: [x]
4         ans = ans + x;
5     return "[" + ans + "]";
6 }
7
8 var a = [6, 1, 7].toString();
9 var b = [false, true].toString();

Figure 3.6: An incomplete implementation
```

The user takes advantage of the liveness of the environment and experiments with different ways to combining the elements of the array. Initially, they incorrectly prepend sx to ans. After seeing the items appended to ans in reverse order, the user corrects their mistake.

```javascript
1 def Array.toString() {
2     var ans = "";
3     foreach this do: [x]
4         var sx = x.toString();
5         ans = sx + ans;
6     };
7     return "[" + ans + "]";
8 }
9
10 var a = [6, 1, 7].toString();
11 var b = [false, true].toString();

Figure 3.7: Fixing an error in the implementation
```
The user tries out different ways to insert commas between each element. Putting a comma before every element does not work so they do not append a comma before the first element in the array.

```javascript
1 def Array.toString() {
2   var ans = "";
3   for each this do: {x|
4     var sx = x.toString();
5     ans + ans + "," + sx;
6   };
7   return "[" + ans + "]";
8 }
9
10 var a = [6, 1, 7].toString();  // a = [6,1,7]
11 var b = [false, true].toString();  // b = [false,true]
```

Finally, the user inspects the other call to make sure that the method executes as expected.

```javascript
12 13 var a = [6, 1, 7].toString();  // a = [6,1,7]
14 var b = [false, true].toString();  // b = [false,true]
```

Figure 3.8: Adding comma separators

Figure 3.9: A complete implementation of ‘Array.toString()’
CHAPTER 4

Implementation

Seymour’s implementation must support the features discussed in chapter 2. It must enable the programmer to

- see every message send from the program’s execution in the macro visualization,
- focus on any send in the macro-visualization to show its details in the micro visualization,
- see side effect summaries at each call site (in the micro visualization), and
- visualize loop-like control structures (even those that are programmer-defined) in the micro visualization.

Furthermore, in order to be usable, the implementation must let the user interact with the UI before a program is finished running. This lets the user inspect the execution of a long running program (even if it is stuck in an infinite loop), and make changes based on what they see.

We implement such an interface using a pipeline that concurrently processes code, runs it, and produces visualizations. It consists of three major components—a code preprocessor, a language runtime, and a language-agnostic visualization framework. When the user types into the editor as shown in figure 4.1, information is processed by each component in the pipeline, resulting in the rendered visualizations at the end.

Figure 4.1: The pipeline for processing and visualizing programs as they change
First, the program text is parsed and converted into an executable format (the preprocessing phase). The workings of this component are determined by the language runtime used. Next, the language runtime generates a stream of events which are sent to the visualization framework. Implementation strategies for these two stages are discussed in section 4.1. Finally, the visualization framework uses the stream of events from the runtime to render the micro and macro visualizations. The algorithms used to render these visualizations are discussed in section 4.2.

4.1 Language Runtime Implementation Strategies

As with most widely used language implementations, our code preprocessing and language runtime stages take in code and execute it (while producing an event stream that describes the code’s execution). However, our implementation has different goals than those of a REPL or compiler. Because a program might run for a very long time (or forever), it is crucial that the user receive and be able to act on feedback about the running program. They must be able to

- interact with visualizations while the program is running,
- change the program while it is running, and
- make these changes without losing track of the message send they are focused on.

As rendering visualizations takes longer than producing the event stream from which they are rendered, how quickly a program is run is not our primary concern. It is more important that our language runtime execute programs without hanging the UI, allowing for timely feedback. In this section, we present two language implementations—one for our own language and another for Python—that allow for this feedback.

4.1.1 Code Preprocessing

Before it is run, code is parsed and preprocessed into a format that the language runtime can work with. To parse the code, we used the Ohm parser generator library, which generates incremental parsers for parsing expression grammars [7]. Using an incremental parser improves parse times in
interactive settings such as ours, where most edits are small. In addition, we can use parse tree nodes (many of which are preserved between edits) to identify the same message send in two different runs of a program, as described in McDirmid and Edwards’ “Programming with Managed Time,” section 3 [20]. This allows us to maintain focus on the same message send as a program is edited.

The parsed code is then converted into a format that its language runtime can work with. For Python, this is instrumented code, while for our own language, this is a set of instructions for a virtual machine. Figure 4.2 shows examples of these executable formats.
Figure 4.2: A program and its executable formats

a) The code b) The code, converted to virtual machine instructions c) Uninstrumented Python code d) Instrumented Python code
4.1.2 Language Runtimes

Each of the language implementations is centered around a different strategy to let the user interact with visualizations and change the code while a program is running.

For our own language, we implemented a virtual machine in JavaScript. JavaScript is event driven, and has a single thread of execution\(^1\). As a result, a naïve implementation can cause the UI to hang when executing a long-running program. We avoid this by making our virtual machine execute a few instructions at a time before yielding to the UI. While executing each instruction, the VM also generates the relevant events for the event stream.

Because the VM and UI are in the same thread, the UI has easy access to the language runtime’s memory. This has several advantages. Events are readily accessible to the UI as soon as they are generated, and they need not be serialized to be rendered. Also, objects in the language are readily accessible, making it easy to create more complex visualizations such as the one in figure 6.2.

However, keeping the language runtime in the same thread as the UI also has its disadvantages. The UI may maintain references to objects that would be garbage collected otherwise, leading to high memory usage. A virtual machine is also quite complex and may take a great deal of effort to implement for a language with more features than our own.

The runtime for Python uses a separate server to run the code. The code is instrumented to generate events and sent to the server using a web socket. The server uses the web socket to send events back to the UI as the code is executed. The server is written in Python, and takes advantage of an existing implementation of the language to run the code and generate events. As events are received in the UI, they are added to a queue to be processed. Only a few events are rendered at a time in order to keep the UI responsive.

Because this approach keeps the language runtime separated from the UI, events must be serialized and sent to the UI to be rendered. Any objects in memory that the UI wants to access must also be serialized, making accessing the program’s memory difficult. However, this approach is signif-

---

\(^{1}\)While JavaScript has Web Workers, which run code in a separate thread, their memory cannot be accessed from the main thread.
icantly simpler to implement, as one can rely on an existing language implementation, rather than creating their own. One need only write a parser and instrumenter for the target language.

4.2 Language Agnostic Visualizations

The events generated by the language runtime (e.g. the variable assignment `sum = 1`, the message send `#42.call()`, and the instance variable assignment `#43.width = 5`) are used to update the macro and micro visualizations. Both of these visualizations are incremental and update with each event so that the user can see events shortly after they are generated. While this framework currently only includes the macro and micro visualizations, it can be used to render any visualization that can be generated from a stream of events.

4.2.1 Events

Events hold information about the operations that occur over the course of a program’s execution. All events contain some basic information:

- the location of the statement or expression producing it in the source code (sourceLoc);
- an order number (orderNum), which encodes control flow information;
- and its environment (env), which represents the message send in which it was created

Each event also contains additional information based on its type. There are 8 types of events:

- A ProgramEvent (P) represents the execution of the entire program;
- a SendEvent (S) marks a message send, i.e. the call site of a method;
- a MethodReturnEvent (MR) marks a normal return from a method, or a nonlocal return from a block. In our language, both use the ‘return’ keyword and return from the closest method;
- a BlockReturnEvent (BR) marks a local return from a block. Its value is the last expression in the block. In Python, this event is used to return from a ‘lambda’ expression;
• a VarDeclEvent (VD) marks the declaration of a new variable;

• a VarAssignEvent (VA) marks the assignment of a variable;

• an InstantiationEvent (I) marks the creation of a new object;

• and an InstVarAssignEvent (IVA) marks an assignment to an object’s instance variable.

Figure 4.3: Events and environments for a program

a) the code for the program b) the events generated when the program is run and the environments in which they occur (a) is the identity of the block passed to the for method) c) the call tree for the generated environments

Figure 4.3a shows all the events generated from the execution of a simple program. Each event in the figure is paired with some of its identifying information. Also, note that each message send
begins with a SendEvent (at the call site), and ends with a (method or block) return event.

4.2.2 Environments

Environments are used to organize events. There is a unique environment for every activation of every method. Just as a SendEvent represents a call site, its corresponding environment is where all the events that are created over the course of that call are stored. Each environment contains

- the sourceLoc of its method’s definition,
- a reference to its corresponding SendEvent, and
- the environment of its caller (callerEnv).

Figure 4.3b shows each SendEvent’s corresponding environment, and the events occurring in each environment. Together, the events occurring in an environment make up a trace of the execution of its message send, and are displayed when the user focuses on that send. Figure 4.3c shows the relationships between the environments, indicating each environment’s callerEnv.

4.2.3 The Macro Visualization

The macro visualization can be generated directly from the event stream as it has a simple tree structure. It can be built up as follows. Whenever an event is recorded, if it is a SendEvent or ProgramEvent, add a DOM node for the message send underneath its parent’s DOM node.

4.2.4 The Micro Visualization

Unlike the macro visualization, where each send is placed in a single global structure, a single event may appear in multiple places in the micro visualization. For example, in figure 4.3(3) and (2), ‘\texttt{sum} = 1’ appears in the views for ‘myFor 1 to: 2 do:’ and ‘Program’. Furthermore, the events for a message send must be organized into loop iterations and side effect summaries to be visualized in a columnar format, as in figure 4.3d.
To address these challenges, we introduce the notion of models (rectangles with solid borders) and event groups (rectangles with dashed borders). Models are collections of events that correspond to visual elements in the micro visualization. We have models to represent each call site and method implementation. Event groups further organize models into iterations and side effect summaries.

When an event is processed, we find all the models to which it belongs and add it there (resulting in the structure shown in figure 4.3c). Separately, as models are populated, a final stage renders each model into DOM nodes to create the visualization (resulting in the views in figure 4.3d).

(figure continued on next page)
Figure 4.3: A program that adds up numbers from 1 to 2, keeping track of each time the block is called

a) the code b) the program’s event stream c) the models and groups for each event stream (groups are shown in dashed lines while models are shown with solid lines) d) the rendered views. (1) shows local events, (2) shows events in a loop iteration, and (3) shows events appearing as side effects. (4) shows a call site nested within another call site.

Selecting Models

An event may appear in views for many different message sends. Thus, it may be added to many different models. The process for selecting models for the event is illustrated in figure 4.4. Because an event can only show up in an implementation, an iteration, or a side effect summary, the models to which an event could be added are restricted to those associated with environments in the event’s call chain. We can take advantage of this restriction to identify the relevant models.
Environments in the call chain are associated with several models to which an event may be added. Each environment has one model for its implementation (indicated with a dashed arrow in figure 4.4) and several models for each of the call sites that occur while it is active. It also maintains a list of all the call sites that occur within iterations of those call sites, and so on. Figure 4.4 shows the list of call sites and environments for two implementation models.

For each environment in the call chain, an event may only appear in the most specific model for that environment. If the environment in question is the event’s own environment, the most specific model is the environment’s implementation model. Otherwise, it is the call site model whose send event is closest to event.env in the call chain. In figure 4.4, the most specific model for ‘sum = 1’ is highlighted in each call site list. If there is no model from the event’s call chain, then the event is not added to any model for the environment in question.

Figure 4.4: Selecting models and groups for ‘sum = 1’

a) the code. Each block is annotated with an emoji id. b) the call chain c) implementation models for ENV1 and ENV2 d) the list of call sites for ENV1 and ENV2. The most specific call site for ‘sum = 1’ is bolded, and the location where ‘sum = 1’ is added is highlighted in blue.
Detecting Event Context

Once models for an event are identified, we can proceed to add the event to these models. In order to do so, we must detect the context in which it is shown.

An event can appear in three contexts:

1. *locally* (figure 4.3 (1)) if it occurred directly in the view’s environment;
2. *in a loop iteration* (figure 4.3 (2)) as part of a code block passed to a control structure; or
3. *in a side effect summary* (figure 4.3 (3)) as one of a message send’s side effects.

An event only appears locally in its environment’s implementation container. However, it can appear in an iteration at a call site where the call site’s sourceLoc contains the event’s block’s sourceLoc. In other words, if the event occurred inside a block which is written inline as a message send’s argument, then the event is inside one of the call site’s iterations. In figure 4.4, ‘\texttt{sum = 1}’ appears in the model for ‘\texttt{Program}’ in one of \texttt{myFor}’s iterations, as it occurs in an inline block.

If the event does not appear in an iteration, it still may appear as a side effect. This can only occur if it is an InstantiationEvent, it is an InstVarAssignEvent, or it is a VarAssignmentEvent and the environment to which it is being added is a callee of the event’s declaring environment. In other words, a VarAssignmentEvent cannot appear as a side effect in the callers of its declaring message send. In figure 4.4, ‘\texttt{sum = 1}’ appears and as a side effect for ‘\texttt{.call()}’ in the model for ‘\texttt{myFor}’, as it is an assignment to a global variable.

If an event does not appear locally, in an iteration, or as a side effect, then it is not added to the chosen model.

Detecting Loops

When adding events to models, they must be further organized into event groups—iterations and side effect summaries. An implementation model has only one iteration, while call site models may have many iterations and summaries. Iterations and summaries may alternate as in figure 4.3d, or iterations may appear back to back, when there are no side effects between them.
Since an iteration may follow another iteration, new iterations must be detected. orderNums are used to recognize a new iteration. They indicate the order in which expressions and statements would execute if the program had no loops, and can be generated statically, with one set of numbers for each method or block definition in the program. Figure 4.5 shows a program and event stream annotated with order numbers.

If the current event has a lower order number than the last event that was added, it is clear that there must be a new iteration, as an event that would be executed earlier than the previous event in straight line code was executed later on. We see this demonstrated in figure 4.5, where the highlighted events are all being included in the same call site model. Since event (2) has a lower order number than event (1), it must be part of a new iteration.

Figure 4.5: Detecting loops using orderNums

(a) the code. Each expression and statement are annotated with order numbers. Annotations in black are for the program, while annotations in blue are for the block. (b) the event stream. Each event’s orderNum is shown to its left. (1) shows the point in the stream where a new iteration is detected. (c) The final visualization.

---

2This technique was developed with input from Toby Schachman, who shared an early version of the idea that used sourceLocs instead of orderNums.
Ensuring Minimal Side Effect Summaries

Unlike iterations, which simply keep track of all events that occur within them, a side effect summary must show ‘just enough’ information to convey the changes that a method’s implementation has made to other state. For example, in figure 4.6, the variable ‘a’ is written twice in the call to ‘f’, but only the second VarAssignmentEvent is displayed, as it captures the final state of ‘a’.

To create minimal summaries, we use subsumption. A later event subsumes an earlier one if they both write to the same variable (same name, declaring environment) or instance variable. For example, ‘a = 6’ subsumes ‘a = 5’ in the call to ‘f’. Summaries only keep the last write to a variable, removing older subsumed events as new ones are added. This ensures that the final summary will contain the minimal set of events that describe the summarized changes to nonlocal state.

```
A
var a = 4;
var f = {
  a = 5;
  a = 6;
};
f();

B
P
VD a = 4
S 🍍.call()
VA a = 5
VA a = 6
BR null

C
(a = 6)
```

Figure 4.6: Subsumption

a) the program  b) the event stream. The latter of the two highlighted events subsumes the former.

c) The final visualization
Rendering Models

Because models and groups correspond to visual elements in the micro visualization, one might assume that models can be rendered directly into DOM nodes to produce the final view. To do so, we would create a ‘div’ element for each model and group. Rendered events and call site models would then be added to the ‘div’ for their group.

However, doing so would lead to issues when rendering differently formatted programs. Figure 4.7a shows a model for one such program. Naïvely rendering this model produces the view shown in 4.7b. This view is difficult to understand as events do not line up with the lines of code that produce them. The side effect summary for ‘2. double ()’ is placed too high, while the loop is placed too low. The layout in figure 4.7c makes it easier to map events to the code that produced them.

Also, when rendering the view for a message send, we must render the closest activation of each of the message send’s containing methods (or blocks) in the stack. We refer to these activations as parents of the current activation. This ensures that the user is aware of all state changes that might affect a message send’s execution. Figure 4.8 shows an example of this nesting. Because we can see the execution of the program alongside the execution of the call to ‘inc()’, we know that numCalls is 0 before inc changes it to 1.

Both these problems can be solved using spacers and wrappers. These are extra DOM nodes that modify the naïvely rendered DOM structure, changing the placement of events in the final view. Spacers separate events, pushing them apart to match the positioning of statements in code. Wrappers keep events together, grouping them into a single DOM node. Adding spacers and wrappers along with rendered events and call site models ensures that the final visualization is readable, as shown in 4.7c and 4.8.
Figure 4.7: Naïve Rendering vs. Correct Rendering

a) code and implementation model for the program  
b) a naïve rendering of the model  
c) a correct rendering of the model

1) Line 4 is padded to make space for the side effects of the micro visualization.
2) The loop and side effect summary are pushed down to keep line 3 empty.
3) The side effect summary for ‘2.\texttt{double()}’ and the for loop are placed on the same line, as in the code.
Figure 4.8: Composing Views

The implementation view of the call to ‘inc()’ is composed with the implementation view for the whole program showing that numCalls was set to 0 before inc() was called.

Aligning the Micro Visualization and Code

In order to guarantee that rendered events added to a group’s div line up with the code that produced them, spacers and wrappers may also be added. Doing so fixes alignment issues such as those in figure 4.7b. Spacers are used to keep lines without any effects empty, as in 4.7(2), and a combination of spacers and wrappers help line events up with the code that produced them as in 4.7(3).

As rendered events are added to their group’s div, they are tagged with the lines on which they start and end. They are laid out from left to right and top to bottom, as with text. Each rendered event is styled with ‘display: inline-block’, and lines are broken up using ‘br’ tags. Figure 4.11a shows the program in figure 4.7 with spacers, wrappers and line breaks added.

If several lines are skipped before adding an event (i.e. the last event’s end line is several lines before the new event’s start line, as in 4.7(2)), a spacer is added for each skipped line. Further spacers and wrappers are added if the last event overlaps with the new one. The logic for adding rendered events is illustrated in figure 4.9.

If the event being added is the first in its line, as in 4.9a, then it is added to the group directly without spacers or wrappers. If the previous event starts on the same line as the event being added (4.9b), then it is also added directly.

If the new event overlaps with the last event but starts on a later line (4.9c), it is added to a
wrapper. The wrapper has the same starting line as the previous event and contains spacers that push the new event down to its starting line.

Finally, if the new event’s extent contains those of several other events (e.g. if it is a function call with other function calls producing its arguments, as in 4.9d), then the contained events are placed in a wrapper whose starting line matches that of the new event. Spacers may be added before the first contained event to push it down to the correct line. The new event is then added in the same manner as case 4.9b. Nested views are also added to the views of their parent calls in this manner, as shown in figure 4.11b.
The ‘code’ column shows examples of code formatted in a manner that causes issues with a naïve layout. The ‘goal’ column shows the desired layout. Elements with solid borders have already been placed, while those with dashed borders are to be placed. The ’implementation’ column shows how the ideal layout is implemented. Wrappers are shown as an additional box around elements, and spacers are labeled as such.

### Padding Elements on Each Line

Even after inserting spacers and wrappers, events may not be placed at the correct line. There may be multiple events for one column on one line. For example, in figure 4.10, the summary for ‘2. double()’ has 2 events on line 4. If no additional spacing is added, as in 4.10a, then the event...
‘(b = 1)’ would be on the wrong line. 4.10c shows the micro visualization with padding added to make each column on line 4 the same height.

Adding these spacers is a global operation, as different columns may be in very different parts of the DOM structure. For example, ‘(a = 1)’ is part of a side effect summary and ‘x = 1’ is in an iteration for a different model. Also, in order to ensure that lines are padded correctly, even as the program is running, whenever an event is added to the micro visualization, we recompute the spacers for each line on which that event appears.

To pad a line $l$, as a precondition, the tops of all elements on $l$ should line up, as in figure 4.10a. First, we collect all items on the line, including spacers, event summaries and lines of code. The elements for line 4 are shown in figure 4.10a. Next, the position of the bottom of each element is measured, in order to find the bottom of the lowest element on the line (figure 4.10b). Finally, each element on the line is padded so that its new bottom lines up with the lowest element bottom, as in figure 4.10c. After padding a line, all its elements’ bottoms will line up, guaranteeing the precondition for the next line.
Figure 4.10: Padding elements on line 4

a) The elements on line 4 (along with the line in code) are highlighted. b) The bottom of each element is highlighted in red. c) Each element is padded (padding shown in green) so that the bottoms of all elements line up.
Figure 4.11: Figures 4.7 and 4.8 annotated with spacers, wrappers and padding
CHAPTER 5

Related Work

In “Inventing on Principle,” [24] Victor introduced a novel visualization of program execution that has heavily influenced the design of Seymour’s micro visualization. His visualization displays changes to program state over time with each change lined up with the line of code that produced it. Our micro visualization builds on Victor’s visualization and extends it with call summaries that enable the programmer to see the side-effects of a call. In Victor’s visualization, this information is only available via local expansion (or inlining) of the call, [26] and because this requires interaction, these side effects (e.g., assignments to global variables) are easy to miss.

Light Table [10] is an IDE that enables programmers to see dynamic (runtime) state inline with source code. It supports watches that can be attached to expressions in the code to reveal their latest value as the program is executed. However, if a statement or expression is evaluated many times (e.g., as part of the body of a function that is called more than once) Light Table does not let the programmer select the context or activation that is associated with a watch. YinYang [20] solves this problem with its probes that also enable the programmer to view the values of expressions. Probes are similar to Light Table’s watches, but they are associated with an implicit execution context that must be activated through navigation or through a bookmark (created when a print statement is executed). By activating an execution context, the programmer can see the corresponding probe values. With Seymour, the programmer can see the details of any context by selecting it via the macro visualization. But unlike Light Table and YinYang, Seymour shows all of the side effects in the selected context automatically, minimizing interaction required to see program state.

DejaVu is a domain-specific IDE extension for interactive camera-based programs [16] that features a low-level canvas view that shows values of variables in a frame of interest, and a high-level timeline view that shows variable values for many frames. These views complement each other in
a similar manner to the micro and macro visualizations in Seymour. But whereas DejaVu is designed specifically for the domain of camera-based programs and features visualizations tailored for displaying image data, Seymour’s visualizations are designed to explain the semantics of generic programs. We discuss ways to integrate domain specific visualizations with Seymour in chapter 6.

Swift playgrounds \cite{2} are an extension to Apple’s Xcode IDE that add live programming functionality. They feature a ‘timeline’ visualization that plots the value of numerical variables over time. While Seymour does not currently show such plots, assignments to a variable can be used as raw data to render them, as discussed in chapter 6. Also, while a variable’s timeline shows how it changes over time, it cannot be used to relate two different variables. Unlike timelines, which use a different time axis for each plot, Seymour shows changes to all variables that are relevant in a method call, allowing the user to see how different values are changed in relation to each other.

Theseus \cite{18} is a live-programming extension to the Brackets editor. It features an always-on visualization which lets users see the relations between calls. An indicator next to each function definition shows the number of times it has been called. Clicking on an indicator shows all calls to that function in a visualization of a program trace. This visualization is similar to our macro visualization, as it nests callees below their callers. However, it only shows calls to functions that the user has chosen, filtering out irrelevant information. We discuss techniques to filter our macro visualization in a similar manner in chapter 6.

Online Python Tutor \cite{12,13}, a visualization tool for teaching beginner programmers, features a visualization that shows the entire programs state at a single point in time. This includes the program counter, the stack, the heap, and relations between objects. Objects are drawn as boxes and are connected by arrows, as a professor might depict them in a classroom. This type of visualization is complementary to those provided by Seymour, and we believe programmers would benefit from seeing them together.

Omnicode \cite{14} is a live IDE that also features an always-on visualization. This visualization shows the user a scatterplot matrix comparing the history of every variable to that of every other variable. The user can brush to select a region in a scatterplot and see the corresponding portions of all other scatterplots and code. Omnicode can also display a Python Tutor style visualization
depicting program state at any line in the code. As with Python Tutor, these visualizations are complementary to those provided in Seymour. We are interested in letting the user add visualizations like these along with our default visualization where they are useful. We discuss how we can use our event stream as raw data to produce custom visualizations in chapter 6.
CHAPTER 6

Future Work

6.1 Classroom Trials

We envision Seymour being used as a tool to assist students and professors in an undergraduate intro to programming class. However, Seymour has not been user tested as of the time of this writing, and we have many improvements to make before it is ready to be used to teach a class. We will be showing our programming environment in classrooms in the fall in order to test it on students and adjust our designs based on their feedback. We have access to an intro to programming class and a programming languages class at UCLA, where we will be using Seymour to help students learn Python.

To support these trials, we have adapted Seymour to use Python as its underlying language. We have done this using a language-agnostic library for creating the micro and macro visualizations. With this library, adapting Seymour to a new language becomes a simple matter of connecting the language runtime to the library.

6.2 Better Support for Larger Programs

While Seymour’s visualizations work well for small programs, they become harder to use as programs grow in size. With larger programs, such as those students write for a class project, we have found that the micro visualization shows too many low level details, while the macro visualization shows too few. We are interested in improving Seymour’s visualizations to better explain such programs.

The macro visualization can provide a global view of small programs. However, as program size
grows, it becomes too large to read and understand. We are interested in using techniques such as trace pruning [4], fisheye, and minimaps to help the user process medium and large programs.

We would also like to show more low level details in the macro visualization in order to help users better tie the macro and micro visualizations together, and to understand where to focus next. In a previous project (shown below), we visualized the execution of JavaScript methods and let the user annotate the visualization based on low level details (e.g. the value of a variable for a particular call).

Figure 6.1: A prototype visualization of a parser generator’s execution

In this example, which shows a parser generator, characters being consumed are shown in green, parse errors are shown with red text, and calls where the parser backtracked are shown in blue. To create an annotation, the user writes a query that selects the calls they want to annotate (e.g. calls that backtrack, calls that consume a character), and modifies their nodes appearance in the visualization. These modifications let the user read the macro visualization for high-level, program-specific patterns, instead of having to interact to find the information they are looking for.

Another solution we are exploring is to make it easy to create domain specific visualizations from Seymour’s run-time data. These visualizations can display program information at the right level of abstraction to help the user understand the program. Instructors can use such a system to great effect as visualizations can be reused as part of course materials and can be shared with students.
as explanatory tools. Having computer-generated visualizations tied into the system also eases the tedious and error-prone process of illustrating algorithms on the blackboard.

Below is a screenshot of an initial attempt at visualizing Dijkstra's algorithm using information from a running program. We use a timeline to show how a graph is traversed as the algorithm progresses. Red nodes are nodes that have not yet been traversed, and each node's distance from node a is shown next to the nodes label. This visualization is live and updates as the user changes the code.

```javascript
var unexplored = this.vertices.filter(x => x !== vertex).show();
{var render = true;}

while (unexplored.size) > 0) do {
    var currentDist = dists.get(current);
    forEach this.neighbors(current) do {n|
        var oldDist = dists.get(n);
        dists.set(n, oldDist.min(currentDist + 1));
    }
}
```

![Figure 6.2: A visualization of the graph and frontier for Dijkstra’s algorithm](image)

6.3 Language Features For Improved User Understanding

Seymour’s user experience can be further improved by adding features to the programming language underlying the system. We are exploring several language extensions that could help the user better understand their programs.

Micro visualization summaries can become large if the method call being summarized has many
side effects. The example below creates an array with all elements from 1 to 10, showing 10 side effects on line 1.

```
1 var arr = 1 to: 10;
2 var str = arr.toString();
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>arr</th>
<th>str</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1 = 1)</td>
<td>&quot;[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2 = 2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3 = 3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4 = 4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5 = 5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6 = 6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7 = 7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8 = 8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9 = 9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10 = 10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.3: A function call with 10 side effects can be difficult to understand

We have begun experimenting with modular side effects, a language feature that allows an object to specify how its side effects should be presented to the user. As illustrated above, the micro visualization currently shows all side effects when working with an object. For example, when inserting an element into a red-black tree, the user sees all the rotations the tree conducts to maintain its invariant. With modular side effects, an object can choose how to present its internal state. A red-black tree might present itself as a set, only showing that an element has been inserted, sparing the user an excess of irrelevant details.

Together with our colleague Jonathan Edwards, we have also started exploring interventions a mechanism that lets programmers temporarily modify program execution to aid development. In addition to displaying the effects of a call, call summaries can be used to change the program’s execution. If a method call produces an incorrect answer, the user can intervene and assert that the method call return the correct value. This assertion can then become a unit test, and its value can be substituted for the calls return value, allowing the user to make progress on other parts of the program and address the broken method at a later time.
CHAPTER 7

Conclusion

Seymour is a live programming environment that visualizes program execution as the user types. It features a micro visualization that shows details of the programs execution, and a macro visualization that puts the micro visualization in context, letting the user focus on different parts of the program execution. These visualizations come together to give the user a helpful live programming experience.

We are excited about the prospect of using this environment in the classroom and learning from student feedback. In doing so, we hope to make Seymour a valuable learning aid for students, and ultimately, create a better user experience for all programmers.
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